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Time-domain Polarity Coincidence Correlators (PCC) have been studied 
for the J;X)Ssible extension of these theories to the spatial-domain in the 
context o an optical PCC . The existing body of knowledge has been found 
to be in e uate for direct application to the spatial-domain. However, by 
remo eli the type of clipper or hardlimiter used in the development of 
t e existing theory from a signum (bi polar) clipper to a binary (unipolar) 
clippe , a new expression for the output s i gnal-to-noise ratio of an 
optical PCC is develope • This modifi cation is necessary to account for 
the Ll.11. }X)lar nature of light intensity. Bot h the exist ing time-domain and 
ne spati - domain C expressions are valid for the case of additive 
narrowban (band,.,i th much less than t he s i gnal frequency) gaussian-
istrib te noise at the inputs of t he correlator. 
An optical experiment was constructed to evaluate a new type of binary 
spati light modulator , the Litton Data Systems 128 x 128 Magneto-Optic 
Array . To accomplish this , a noiseless single frequency (fc) sinQsoidal 
one-dimensional reference was correl ated with a sinusoidal signal of equal 
f r equency and phase t o which ga.uss ian-distributed noise was added. Both 
signals were hardl irni ted prior to correlation • Noise sources having 
b8.lldwidths of 0 .1 fc and 0. 5 fc were investigated to test the 
robustness of the narrowband constraints. The input data sets had signal-
to-noise ratios of of -10.0dB and -20.0dB. For both of these conditions 
the experimental data was found to be in excellent agreement witb the new 
expression for the narrowband case. In the wideband case, the results were 
significantly different from the new expression, thereby corroborating 
the necessit of meeting the narrowband constraint. 
Both the tLme-domain and spatial-domain expressions are highly-
depen ent on the output filtering (after hardlimiting and multiplication) 
characteristics . The effect of filter insertion loss, at the signal 
frequency (fc), for the unipolar or optical case was examined as p:trt of 
this research. It was found that the output signal-to-noise ratio 
in rease as the carrier frequency components are attenuated. This affect, 
hich is a direct result of the multiplication of the reference with the 
input s al within the PCC , is greater for input signal-to-noise ratios 
above -10d3. For inp t signal-to-noise ratios below -10dB the output 
si nal-to-noise ratio asymptotically approaches a constant. This output 
signal-to-noise independence on input signal-tcr-noise is due to the 
combined effect of limiting signal (which is mostly noise) amplitude 
information by the hardlirniter and the bol.lflding of the spatial correlation 
by the low pass filter. 
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he objective of this thesis is to determine the output signal-to-
noise ratio of an optical correlator configured with a Litton Data Systems 
spa ial 1 · ght mo ulator . This spatial light modulator (SIM) is a square 
ra of 6,384 pixels where each pixel is electrically programmable to be 
either trans issive or opaque over visible wavelengths. Due to this binary 
characteristic, information (an image) placed on this SIM must experience 
seve e quMtization or binary thresholding, which will be referred to as 
har limit'ng. urakami Md \.wnar [1] investigated binary image correlation 
for both noiseles and zero-T'lean gaussian-distributed white noise 
con iti.ons. They defined a pe::lli:- to-background ratio (PBR) as a new 
correlation figure of merit . The PER is defined as the ratio of 
correlation peak intensity, for the case of perfectly matched input and 
reference, to the average correlation output over the entire correlation 
range. These researchers were able to bound the PBR for various input 
image conditions . In the noiseless inpllt case they foll.rld that the PBR for 
binary correlation was between O.OdB and 3.8dB higher than the PBR for 
greyscale correlation (these allthors did not specify the nwnber of bits of 
greyscale) • In the signal pl us noise case, the PBR for the binary 
correlator was within ± 3 .8d.B of the PBR of the greyscale correlator· 
2 
In both cases the input signal was assumed to be a sanple realization from 
a zero-mean Gaussian process haring known second-order statistics. These 
authors supported their claims by processing a limited image data set 
represented by digitized multi-spectral aerial imagery of the same 
geograph ·cal area. Psal tis, Paek, and Venkatesh [2] hare investigated the 
effects of hardlim i ting with images assumed to be from the same statistical 
process as Murakani and Kumar used and also haring independent zero-mean 
gaussian-d · stributed 00.di tive noise. Under these constraints, they have 
shown that the output signal- to-noise ratio (SNRo) of the binary optical 




where 2 is the number of pixels in the input image and Pe is the 
probability of misclassifying a pixel. Pe is given in integral form (a 
closed-fonn solution does not exist) as a function of the input image 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Psaltis, et al. hwe reported that, for low 
input SNR 's, the SNRo of an optical correlated hardlimited image is 
actually greater than that of a non-hardlimi ted image correlation. An 
alternative approach to obtaining the SNRo of this type of optical 
correlator is addressed by this thesis for the case of one dimensional 
signals with additive narrowband gaussian-distributed noise. 
3 
The correlation of hardl imited information is llfliquely known as 
polarity coincidence correlation (PCC) . These special type correlators 
have been extensively analyzed , and analyical models have been 
experimentally verified by many researchers over the last 25 years. This 
thesis investigates the application of t hese models to the performance 
prediction of an optical correlator . Furthermore, predicted performance is 
compared to experimental results . A generic polari ty coincidence 
correlator block diagram is shown in Figure 1. It consists of two input 
chB11.nels each containing a signal of equal frequency with additive noise. 
he inp t signal-to-noise ratio of channel is designat ed by S1 and of 
channel 2 by 32. The sign.al in each channel is processed through a 
filter 81ld har li!:niter prior to being multiplied. Only the 
lowpass components of the channel product are taken , t hereby eliminating 
higher order cross product terms. PCC output s ignal-to-noise (SNRo) 
characteristics for various input conditions are r eviewed and summarized in 
Chapter 2. 
An optical implementation of a PCC i s illustrated in Figure 2. The 
elements M1 and '12 have spatially- dependent binary transmissivities given 
by T1 (x,y) and T2 (x,y), respectively. These masks represent the 
input channels of the correlator . Mask M2 is t he designation for the 
Litton SIM . A description of t he operat ion and properties of this device 
is given in Chapter 3. Mask M1 i s a photographic transparency representing 














Figure 1, Block Diagran of t he PCC. 
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the reference signal in the absence of noise. The product of these masks 
is formed by propagating a plane WCN e, U0 ( x ,y) through masks M1 and 
M2 . This· plane WCN e is a "carrier" of the information input to the 
system by the masks . The WCNefront at the output of M2 is given by: 
U2 (x,y) = U0 (x,y) T1 (x,y) T2 (x,y). 
The lens 11 mod.fies this wavefront so that 'F'raunhofer diffraction or 
Fourier Transformation of U2 (x,y) occurs at its focus. I.ow pass spatial 
filtering at this location provides the low pass filtering function 
required of the :FCC configuration . The detector D1 "demodulates" the 
waYefront to recover the filtered product of both channels. In this 
analog, the variable "time" in the time-domain analysis is transformed to 
the variable x (column information) in the spatial danain. Y (row 
information) dependence is eliminated by replicating the first row for all 
rows of the array. That is, a hardlimi ted scalar sequence of length N is 
repeated times to form a N x N point image. This image represents one-
dimensional information, however, the optical power available fran this 
type of data replication is N2 times larger than that of a single 
sequence (one-row) correlation. This impravenent in the available power of 
the system is critical to the optical :FCC implementation using the Litton 
SIM. This is due to the overall light efficiency of the systan which will 
be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 . All imagery used in this work was 
canputer-generated. A detailed description of this method of image 
generation is included in Chapter 4. 
6 
The optical system configured to emulate the R:;C is described in 
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the experimental results, observations, and 
developnent of an optical FCC model based on the theory presented in 
Chapter 2. Conclusions, includif\g a canparison between the predicted 
performance and actual ~rformance, are presented in Chapter 7. 
CHAPrER 2 
POLARITY COINCIDENCE CCRRELATION 
A Polari ty Coincidence Correlator (PCC) is a device or systan that 
measures the degr ee of correlation between two input signals based only on 
a kno le e of the polarity of each signal . A generic PCC block diagran is 
shown in Fi e 1 . This t ype of system has been extensively analyzed l 3] 
- l 12] , exper · entall y inves t igated l 8] , and canputer modeled l 12] • The 
major anphasis of these analyses is in the dev elopnent of t he system output 
s nal- to-noise r atio (SNRo) , an accepted system Jer formance parameter, 
in tenns of the input channel s ignal-to-noise ratios S1 and 82 (where 
the s bscr ipt identifies t he particular channel) . The analysis has 
consi ered sinusoidal i nput s of equal frequency with additive noise sources 
beir¥S either correlated or non-correlated between i nput channels. Two 
early r esearcher s , :Ekre l 3] and Cheng l 4 J, found t hat for narrowband input 
signals ( t he ban widt h of the signal being small can pared to its center 
frequency) t he SNRo of a rec is less than four decibel s below t he 
per form ance of an analog correlator . In the br oadband case, the SNRo of 
the PCC is within 10 decibels of the performance of the analog correlator. 
Hardware associated with a rec implementation is rather simple and in many 
7 
8 
applications this small performance degradation is easily traded for system 
simplicity [ 13] . 
Andrews [5] de\feloped a general expression for the output probability 
density function for the PCC where t he inputs were considered sinusoidal of 
equal frequency with additive stationary gauss ian noise. The noise was 
considered uncorrelated between channels. Fran this expressi:on, he 
obtained the first and second manents of the output, which :p3rmi tted the 
calculation of the system SNRo in terms of t he input channel signal-to-
noise ratios (S1 and S2) and the r elative Jhase difference (¢) between 
the signal canponents in the two input channels. The resultif\g expressi:on 





,s2) - m1 ( 0,0 )]
2 > 
= 
< [m2 (s1 ,s2) - ~1 2 (s1 ,s2)] > 
( 1 ) 
which is the ratio of the time average of the square of the output mean 
(with respect to the zero signal value) , to the time average of the output 
variance . The first manent of t he output in the presence of the input 
signals is expressed as m1 (s1, s2). While the same manent in the 
absence of input signals is giv en by m1 ( 0, 0) • In a similar manner, 
m2 (S1, S2) i s the second manent of the output in the presence of 
input signals. The first two manents of the output are given by: 
cos [(2n - 1) ¢] 
(2n - 1 )2 
1 4 =-+-- ~ cos(2n ¢) 
3 iT2 
where f(n;S) is defined by: 
8n/2 f (n- ) = --
n! 
n=1 n2 





the confluent hypergeometric function 14]. Allgaier [6] considered the 
beha ior of i 0 for the case of small input signal-to-noise ratio ( SNR) , 





Additional special input SNR cases, namely for S1 << 1, S2 « 1 
and S1 << 1, 82 >> 1 , were addressed by the research of Forman and 
Andrews [7][11] and Gopani et al. [8]. Gopani, beginning with Andrews work 
[5], recognized that the infinite series (2) and (3) converge very rapidly. 
10 
By reformulating the confluent hypergeometric function into the modified 
Bessel function of the first kind of order p, denoted as Ip(•), (4) 
becomes : 
2 
( ) 1 /2 -S/ 2 [ I nS e I(n-1)/2 (S 2) + I(n+1)/2 (S/2)] f( n; S) = 
where des i ates the input signal-to-noise ratio applicable to either 
c an.ne . sing this resLllt , (1) , (2) , (3 ) , and the fact that: 
f ( n; S) = 1 for S >> 1 
the ffi0 for two inp t . conditions and for ~ = 0 was determined (using 




f or 81 << 1 ' s2 << 1 
which ex~ctly agrees wi t h Al lgaier's reslllts and: 
SNR = 
0 
for s1 << 1, 82 )) 1. 
11 
Forman and Andrew9 continued the evolution of PCC analysis for the 
case of correlated input channel noise by developing approximate 
expressions for the SNRo · These researchers postulated an analogy 
between the expression for the SNRo of an analog correlator (without 
hardlimiting) an the SNRo for the PCC where accounting is made for the 
hardlimiter . The SNRo for the analog correlator is given by equation (2) 
of [7] as : 
= 
0 
where 1 an 82 are the input channel SNR 's for the analog correlator 
an p is the correlation coefficient between the noise sources at the 
(5) 
input. ~or a PCC, the hardlimiter output can be considered as the input of 
the analog correlator . The output SNR of a hardlimiter (designated by 
FIL( 0 )) with bandpass inputs is approximately [7] : 
(6) 
Following the approach of Gopani, Forman and Andrews approximated (6) to: 
12 
8 e -S l I 
0 
( 8/ 2) + r1 ( 8 / 2) ] 
2 
(7) 
: - S e -S l I
0 
( S/2) + r1 ( S/2)] 2 
Using (5), (7) and asymptoti:c r elati ons for the modi fied Bessel functions, 






f or 81 << 1 , 
for 81 >> 1 ' s2 << 1 
Table 1 presents a summary of output SNR expressions for various input 
signal conditions. As :part of t hls research, equations (2) and (3) were 
expressed in terms of the Gamma funct i on and the SNRo was calculated. 
Thi:s work rs detailed in Appendix A. For the case of 81 << 1 and 
82 << 1 , the SNRo was f ound to be in JX3rfect agreement with Gopani et 
al . [8 ] results . Figure 3 is a graph of SNRo as a function of various 
i nput signal-to-noise condi t ions for the case of zero correlation between 
input channel noise sources and. zero phase shift between input signals· 
Gopani's res ults are indi cated on the sane graph so as to illustrate the 
13 
agreenent between the two fonns of representation. The roundi!'\g of these 
curves at 81 ~ OdB is characteristic of Gopani' s results and that of the 
Gamma r epresentation. This roundi!'\g is due to the transition fran the 
linear r esponse to i ts asymptotic limit of SNRo = 48 82/rr 3. That is, 
exEl'Dination of the 82 = -30 .0dB curve of Figure 3 indicates that as 81 
becomes much greater than o. OdB, SNRo approaches -28. 1 dB or 48 82/n 3. 
:El{uations (A-7) and (A-8) were calculated using the brute force method of 
calli the Gamma function f or each series tenn calculation, as well as by 
using recursive techniques as discussed in Appendix A. Both methods gwe 
eq al results for values of 8182 ' 0 .01. As 8182 approached 1.0 
the two methods began to differ. Beyond t his 8182 value, the recursive 
metho of cal cul at· ng SNRo become nurner i cally unstable and led to 
infin · te SNRo . The brute force Gamma method of calculating SNRo became 
unstable for values of 81 > 18. 0dB with 82 ' O.OdB. 
In the optical systen considered in Figure 2, M1 was considered a 
r eference mask haYing infinite input SNR (no noise). Under this condition, 
and when mask M2 is progranmed to have a specified 82 << 1 it follows 
from the theory summarized i n Table 1, that the expected SNRo of this 
system was (48/n3 )82 . In this work, two unique input SNR cases are 
considered , these being - 20dB and -1 OdB. It was found, however, that the 
bipolar ~C theory presented in this chapter was inadequate for direct 
application to the optical danain. This theory required modification to 
account for the unipolar nature of light intensity. Using a unipJlar model 
14 
of the clipper the bipolar PCC theory was successfully extended and 
ex~rimentally verified. These results are presented in Chapter 6 and 
Appendix G. 
Table 1 
EXPRESSIONS FOR FCC SNRo FOR VARIOUS INPUT CONDITIONS 
Input C.Ondi tions CXltput SNR 
Noise C.Orrelation SNR :EXact :BXpression Approximation 
Uncorrelated, s 1 << 
p ::{) s 2 << 
s l << 
s 2 >> 
Correlated, s l << 
P*O s 2 << 
s l << 
82 >> 
* = Posluszny 
** = Unknown E>cpression 
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Figure 3, CUtput Signal-To-Noise Ratio (SNRo) 




THE MAGNETO-OP.rIC BASED SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATOR 
The inherent advantage of opt~cal data processing aver di:gital methods 
:i!s clearly the ab· 1i:ty of the optical system to operate in parallel on all 
of the points in two-dimensi:onal space and to process these points at the 
speed of light. Ibwever, as wi'.th any "computer" one must consider manory 
acces , and read and wri:te cycles. This clearly becanes the d±sadvantage 
of optical techniques for data processing. Spatial Li!ght Modulators (SIM) 
are the optical elements by whi:ch an image is icnput into the optical system 
and subsequently processed. In 1'J77, the then state-of-the-art in SIM was 
evaluated by Casa.sent [ 15 J. Ii3 noted that, at that time, no one type of 
SIM was superlative for all requirements but that all were in various 
stages of developnent. The SIM that is to emerge as a leader, possibly 
even find~ng application in the camnerci'al sector, will be the type that 
will be manufactured readily, with a high yield, and lo}'\g life, be 
relatively inexpensive, be lightweight, have a high resolution, allow for 
very fast framing ( perhaP3 1 (J:X) franes/ sec for high speed applications) , be 
capable of mili:tary environment operation, offer a high processing SNR and 
perhaps the most crtt:i:cal, the device w:i:ll be canpatible with digital 
and/ or other electronic :Cnterfaces. Thrs "requirement list" seems to 
16 
17 
dictate the use of sem±conductor technology for the manufacture of SIM' s. 
This is indeed the case for two such manufacturers who have recently 
announced integrated SIM' s. 
Texas Instrument's (TI) researchers hfwe published [16-18] results of 
their research into fabr:i:cating a 128 x 128 Deformable Mirror De.1ice (IMD). 
Tu.ch pixel of this device consists of a 51 µ m2 isolated electrostatically-
controlled metal· zed polymer mirror. Mi:rror element deflection can be 
controlled by an array of metal oxide semiconductors similar in structure 
to those in Charge Coupla:l Dev ice ( CCD) technology or by photogeneration 
techniques [ 1 7 J • The device is capable of both binary and analog 
processing. Al tho\,\gh thls dev~ce looks very pran.i!sing, TI has not yet made 
their devices canmercially available. 
Litton Data Systems in Van NUys, California, has developed a two-
dimens:tonal ( 128 x 128) magneto-opti:c light valve array [ 19-21 J. This 
optical element ±s a through-trananission device where each pixel 
introduces a binary value of Faraday rotat:i:on. Therefore, light modulation 
is also binary. Although the d8'1ice is binary in nature, grey-scale 
processif\'S has also been investigated [ 21 ] as well as the use of encoded 
infonnation [22]. Unlike TI, Litton offers a full line of devices to the 
commercial sector. As thi!s device is one of the leadir\g S:U.1 candidates for 
use in optical processors, its perfonnance para:neters are of great 
interest. One of the most caomon optical processor appl±cat±ons 1s that of 
the optical correlator. 
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Each element of the array can be electronically addressed through an 
array of crossed electrodes . Figure 4 ill~strates this electrode structure 
for a 48 x 4<3 array . The ind ividl.lal pixels ( isolated mesas) are shown in 
t he scanning electron microscope picture ill ll.Strated in Figure 5. This 
f igllre is m ified 1 CXJJX actual size . Bot h figures were obtained fran 
refe r ence [22] . 
The Litton array makes use of the Faraday Effect and Polarization 
effects to p o i e the spatial modulation of light. Fi gure 6 illllStrates 
this op ical mo ulation process . When current is applied to a p:lir of 
crossed electrodes , a magnetic field is produced at t he location where the 
two electro e cross . he magnetic field at this pixel locat ion is 
ali e ith an exter nal bias magnetic field . Only one of the folll' pixels 
tha s rroun t is ele trode junction is aff ected by this current flow. 
This is due to ion-· ~plantation at the lower- right corner of each pixel. 
Such ion-implantat i on reduces the magnetic field strengt h required to 
i n . tiate the magnetization swi tching. Each pixel of the array can be 
magnetized in either p::>lar i ty. Such magnetization is in a direction 
parallel t o t he pr opagation path. Two adjacent pixels of a typical array, 
maenet i zed i n opposit e di re<?tions, are shown in Figure 6. The array is 
illumi nate1 wi th a plane wave polarized in the y-direction. 
The propagation of light through the magnetized medillffi results in a 
rotation of the plane of polarization by an angle e about the propagation 
path . This Faraday rotation is opposite f or the pixels of Figure 6. 
19 
Figure 4, A 48 x 48 Pixel Arrey. 






























































































































































































Light transmitted through the array is viewed throllgh an analyzer that is 
oriente to p:iSS only one of the rotated pJlarizations. By this process, 
observation of an image of the binary pattern stored in the array is 
pJSSible. 
Litton sells their device with an optional Apple Ile interface card 
that permits the personal computer to act as a smart controller. This 
controller was interfaced to a D"EX; VA:l..11/750 computer via a RS-232 link 
that e t lished a convenient means of programming the SIM for the various 
"im es ' considered. 
Ta le 2 lists several ph sical and operational specifications of the 
Litton ata S s ems 128 x i 28 agneto-Optic Array . 
Table 2 
LITTON DATA SYST:EMS 128 x 128 MAGN:mO-OPTIC 
ARRAY SPECIFICATION 
Physical Properties 
Pixel eriod 76.0 µm x 76.0 µm 
Pixel Size 58.0 µm x 58.0 µm 
Thickness 482.6 µm 
Optical Properties at A = 632 .8 nm (Red) 
Faraday Rotation 14 ° 
Absorption - 3'21> 
Thro put Light 
Efficiency - Cf; 






he L. tton Spatial Light Modulator is a two-dimensional array of 128 x 
128 pixels . To generate data appropiate to the FCC analysis discussed in 
Chapter 2, row-to-row data correlation was selected to be unity. That is, 
given the first row of 128 points, the renaining 127 rows are identical. 
To determine how many sanples must be evaluated (that is how many images) 
for a given confidence in the output SNR estimate, the FCC output 
stat·stics must be exanined. Andrews [5] developed the output µif of the 
FCC in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function and input signal-to-
noise conditions. Determination of the required sanple size fran this 
distribution is a considerable task. To obtain some guidance in the sample 
size determination, the well-lalown results for Gaussian randan variates are 
used. Appendix B, entitled 11 Sample Size futerrnination" details this 
analysis. Using these results for guidance, a sample size of 30 was 
selected. A Digital Equipnent Corporation (D:EX:!) VAX 11 /730 canputer was 
used to generate 16, 384 data points. This corresponded to an "available" 
sample size of 128; that is, 128 data p::>ints for 128 samples. 
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A block diagr an ill ustrating the network of canputer systems and 
equipnent used in this research is shown in Figure 7. As the VAX 11 /730 
canputer was remote fran our facility , "hardl imited" data was 
transmitted to a DEX:! Professional 350 personal canputer and subsequently 
forwarded to our facility canputer , a DEJ VAX 11 /750. (The facility 
computer was not av fillable for use at the t ime of this data generation) • 
The Professional 350 was used because it was supported by an excellent 
communications package allowing it to canmunicate between the VAX systems. 
Once image data files resitded wi!thin t he 11 /750, they were transni tted to 
an Apple Ile }Ersonal canputer which act ed as the Litton Magneto-Optic 
Arrey controller. The link between t he 11/750 within the canputi~ center 
and the opt~cal array within the laboratory was a RS232 serial interface. 
A D~ VT1 CX) acted as a ranote tenninal f or all VAX 11 /730 operations. 
SIGm, a si nal processing software package develo~d by Iawrence 
Livennore National Laboratory [23] , was used for all data generation and 
for most of the data analysis . A summary description of SIG111 , published by 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, i:s ±ncluded in Appendix C. 
4. 2 Reference Image 
A hardlim :Cted sinusoidal reference image was generated havit¥S a period 
equivalent to 16 pixels on the Li:tton arrey. Considering an ordered array 























































































































































































































vertical "bars'' as illustrated in FigLITe 8. Hardlimi ting was accomplished 
by use of the signwn function: 
Sgn {f(sin(ak))} = {_; for k > 0 for k < 0 
where the blac squares of this figLITe represent the k > O condition. The 
sine function was defined by: 
f(k) = 1 Sin ~ (k + }-)J 
where k is an integer with values representing a ramp function starting 
frorn ze o. he o fset at t· e zero was chosen to force a symmetrical imgge 
by avoi sarn li at zero cros ings . Zero crossing sa11pling leads to 
asymmetrical vertic bars in the image . A total of 16,384 points of f(k) 
were generat an the file designated "sinehl .dat" . The first 128 points 
are inclu e in FigLITe B. 
4.3 Signal with Narrowband Noise 
4.3.1 Noise SoLITce 
The narrowband aussian noise required by PCC theory was generated 






















































































































































enough to accommodate t he removal of the narrowband filter transient 
r esponse , of gallSsian- distribut ed µ:>eudo-random data was generated using a 
r andomly selected seed of "10284 37" and wi t h zero mean and unit variance. 
In an effort to check the robu.stness of t he narrowband constraints of the 
existing theory in this optical exper iment , two cases, each with a 
different bandwidth, were investigated . One f~lter designated as filter 
had a ban Yidth of one-half the center frequency and the other designated 
as filter 2 had a bandwidth of one tenth the cent er frequency. The data 
was proce sed b each filter. The transient of each filter was removed and. 
the outp ts stored in separate files of 16 ,384 points each. The statistics 
o each of these three f ·les were determined and are SLlillffiarized in Table 3. 
The first 256 and 2049 points of each filtered file was graphed and is 
shown in Figures 9 and 10 for filter 1 and fil t er 2, respectively. It is 
observe from these figures that the filter 1 data has a rapidly changing 
envelope an phase whereas filter 2 data exemplifies t he slowly varying 
envelope an phase that' s typical of narrowband noise [ 24]. 
The generally accepted method [24- 27] of modeling a narrowband noise 
process is by quadrature component summation. That is, a sample fll11ction, 
n(t), of a zero-mean narrowband r eal r andom process may be expressed as: 
n(t) = x(t) cos wet - y(t) sin wet 
where t he power spectral dens i t ies of the randan variabl~s x(t) _and y(t) 
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are zero except for a narrowband aroll.fld w = we. This type of process, 
il1llStrated in Fi gure 11 , was llSed by Coulter [ 12] in her computerized 
simulation of PCC theory . The primary advantage of t his methoa of noise 
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Table 3 
OISE STATISTICS 
Input oise Filter 1 Noise 
-7.449328E-03 4-413090E-05 
0.992986 6.665859E-02 
- 4.5 483 -0 .969241 
3.915s7 0.935187 
Filter 1 Bandwidth is 0.5 fc 
~ilter 2 Bandwidth is 0.1 fc 





70pani et al. [8] physicall built a narr owband noise source by 
passing wideban (20 .0 KHz) gaussian noise having zero mean through a two-
pole a tive Butterworth filter. The filter had a center frequency of 2.0 
KHz and a bandw.dth of 2()() .0 Hz . ~he noise generat ion method used in this 
thesis resear ch was a frequency- scaled digital s imulation of Gopani' s. In 
this method the output noise power is not equal t o the input noise power. 
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Figure 9 , Gaussian Noise Processed by Filter 1, 




















BW = O.lfc 
Filter 2 
BW = O.lfc 
1500 2000 
Fi ure 10, Gaussian Noise Processed by Filter 2, 
(a) 256 Points (b) 2048 Points • . 
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x ( t ) LOW PASS FILTER 
BW~fc t----ill-1 
y( ) LOW PASS FILTER 
BW~fc 








equal to the variance of the output; table 3 presents the results for this 
research . 
A narrowband noise verification technique was developed whereby a noise 
record could be analyzed to detennine if it was from a narrowband process 
or not . This procedure and the results of the two filtering processes are 
detailed in Appendix D. 
he g sia.n-distributed psuedo-randan noise discussed in the prior 
section was processed b two uniq e second-order Butterworth bandpass 
filters . This se tion presents the characterization of these filters by a 
compute enerate · pul e function . The output response of each filter 
w plott in t·me to etermine their transient responses. These are 
shown in igure 12. From this analysis, it was found that the first 117 
points of filter 1 o tpu and the first 433 points of filter 2 output are 
811 pa.rt of the transient . Knowing this information, an oversize noise 
data ile was created to allow for the removal of these transients, leaving 
a "steady state noise" file of 16,384 points. 
The transfer function of each filter was obtained by taking the 
Fourier transform of the filters impulse response, a command feature of 
SIGm. These transfer functions are shown in Figures 13 and 14 for filters 
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(b) 
Figure 12, Transient Response of (a) Filter 1 and 
(b) Filter 2. 
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these transfer functions . The first graph of each figure had a full scale 
of 0.5 Hertz, the frequency corresponding to one-half the sampling 
frequency. For t he second graph, a full scale of less than 0.5 Hertz was 
selected t o help accentuate the detail of the response. 
4. 3.3 Specified Signal to Noise Imagery 
he proce e to cr eate an image data file with a specified SNR. is 
illustrate in Fig e 15 . I n this procedure, the narrowband noise is added 
to an appropriately scaled s i nusoidal signal . The scaling is governed by: 
= 10 log A2/202) 
where o2 is the noise variance as given in Table 3 and "A" is the required 
scal ·ng factor . able 4 details t he scaling factors for t he SNR's and 
f ilters considere • ime records of each of these four conditions or cases 
ar e illustr te in Figures 16 through 19 . Two record le~~hs are shown for 
each con it ion , one r epresent ing the first 2048 poi nts the other a blowup 
representing t he i r s t 256 p:Jints. In the filter 2 case, the effect of the 
added s i nusoid i s j~st bar ely noticeable, whereas i n the filter 1 case it 
is unnoticeable. This, of course, is due t o the SNR's considered. 
For each case a file of 16384 points was created. Each of these 

























BW = 0.5fc 
0."4 
Filter 1 
BW = 0.5f c 
0.5 
0.20 0.25 
Figure 13, Filter 1 Spectral Response (a) 0.5 Hz Full Scale 
(b) 0.25 Hz Full Scale. 
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FigQre 14, Filter 2 Spectral Response (a) 0.5 Hz Full Scale 
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Filter 1 
SNR = -lOdB 
Sample Number 
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Figure 16, Signal Plus Noise Record for Filter 1 with a 




















BW = 0.5fc 
SNR = -20dB 
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Figure 17, Signal Plus Noise Record for Filter 1 w±th a 
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BW = O.lf 
c 
SNR = -lOdB 
-0.3 r--~~~--y-~~~--~~~~....-~~~---~~~~J 
250 0 50 100 150 200 
Sample Number 
(b) 
Figure 18, Signal Plus Noise Record for Filter 2 with a 
SNR of -1 OdB (a) 2048 Points and ( b) 256 Points. 
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BW = O.lf 
c 
SNR = -20dB 
1500 2000 
Filter 2 
BW = O.lf c 
SNR = -20dB 
200 250 
Figure 19, Stgnal Plus Noise Record for Filter 2 wi.th a 
SNR of - 20dB ( a) 2048 Points and ( b) 256 Points. 
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zero was designated as a binary one and each sample less than zero was 
designate a binary zero. These large records were subdivided into smaller 
records of 128 points each. Each of the 128 points was programmed· into the 
first row of the magneto-optic device. Row to row correlation within an 
image is unity. The effect of this procedu.re is illustrated in Figure 
R for the reference image case. Appendix E contains a listing of data used 
to generate :JJ ·mages for each of the four cases defined in Table 4. 
Table 4. 
SirNAL SCALING FACTORS 
Outp t Signal Coefficient (Peak Ampli t lide) 
SNR 
(dB) A1 (Filter 1) A;_ (Filter 2) ,__ __ 
-1 0 0 .11 5463059 0.052283994 
- 20 0 .036512625 0.016533651 
CHAPrER 5 
OPrICAL SYST:EM 
5.1 Optical Test System 
An optical imagi(\g systsn was configured to impleroent the optical PCC 
illust ate in Figure 2. The system layout is detailed in Figure 20. A 25 
mw He e laser was coupled to a Spectra Physics Model 332 Spatial Filter and 
fudel 336 Collimating I.ens combination that provided a collimated output 
bean of 50 mm dia:neter . This collimati(\g assembly is designated 11 in 
Fi e 20. 'Ihe reference mask, designated M1 in Figure 20, was a high-
contrast black and hite photographic transparency representi(\g the 
reference image as illustrated in Figure 8 . The pixel sampling structure, 
however, was absent fran this image so that it consisted of eight 
vertically-oriented bars. Since the low frequency power due to the product 
of the pixel frequencies between the reference mask and SIM is minimal in 
canparison to the signal µ:>wer, this type of reference mask provided a 
satisfactory image with the added value of bei(\g easier to align 
optically. To test the collimation of the laser, an image made by 
illuminating the reference mask by the laser was free-space imaged eight 
feet without any noticeable diffraction effects, thereby indicating the 























































































































mounted on a dll.8.1 orthogonal axis translati on stage manufacttired by 
Newport Corporation (Model 400) having 13.0 mn of travel with a 0.003 rrnn 
resolution . This allowed for the pr ecise imagi ng of the maak M1 onto the 
magneto-optic array. 
The magneto-optic array, designated M2 in Figure 20, followed an input 
polarizer P1 . A detection polarizer, P2 , was mounted on the far side of 
the magneto-optic array. It was rotated to allow passage of the product of 
the reference image, 1 , and the M2 image (with t he ref erence prograrrnned on 
the magn to-optic arra ) • 
The Fourier transform of the field distr ibution at P2 was taken by 
lens 12. This 125 mm diameter lens had a focal l ength of 635 mm. In the 
Fourier plane lo -pass spatial filter (a 660 µm hole) , designated F1 in 
Figure 20, was positioned to pass the center portion of t he central order 
of the neto-optic diffraction pattern. The fil t er design is presented 
in Appendix F. 
he outp t of the filter was collected and i ts total power measured 
llSing a Photodyne Mo el 88XLA radiometer . This i nstrument was calibrated 
to the He e source, and power was directly viewed on a 3 1/2 digit digital 
display. This power meter has eight fllll-scale ranges from 1 .999 nanowatts 
to 1999 microwatts . It's absolute accuracy is ± 1 % of full scale ± 4 counts 
' 
t raceable to the National Bureau of St andards. The detector was first 
aligned and secured with t he f ilter aperature and then the assembly was 
mollflted on an x- z translat ion s t age (z was along the propagation path and x 
47 
was orthgonal and parallel to the optical bench). This permitted filtering 
at the focus of I2 and centering of the filter about the zero order. 
Translation in Y (orthogonal to x and z) was cormnon to all optical 
elements . 
5.2 Optical Test Systen Aligrunent 
he i runent o the laser with masks ·11 and M2 is critical for 
correct correlation. ~o aide in the alignment, a complement to the 
reference mask was generated on the Apple IIe computer. This image had 
tran itting characteristics which were the complement of the reference 
image . t is, transparent pixels on the reference image became opaque, 
an. opaque pi els became transparent. With the reference image programmed 
on the , w·th lens 13 imaging it onto a vidicon ca~era, mask M1 was 
positione to realize eight equal- sized vertical bars on the camera 
monitor. his set up is illustrated in Figure 21 • The camera was a 
Panasoni CJTV model NV1460. It was connected to a Panasonic Model TR-930 
video mon·tor . 
~nee a good reproduction of the reference image was produced by 
aligning .V11 an ~ and rotating polarizer P2 for maximwn contrast, the 
complement image was placed on M2 . This formed a good check on the 
alignment since the product of the reference image M1 with the co;nplement 
























































































present due to di f f raction effects within the system. This portion of the 
optical system was aligned by iterating between the reference image and 
canpl ement image , opt imi zing f or clarity of reference image and the null of 
t he complement image . 
Lens L2 in the optical test system takes the "Fourier Transform of the 
correlation product of M1 and M2 . The transform plane is easily found at 
the focus o 12 . The spatial filter was positioned at the central order 
diffraction spot (the brightest area) and the detector was positioned for 
maximum eadings . The Photodyne B8XLA det ect or system was equipped with an 
ambient light supp ession circuit . This circuit allowed ambient light to 
be biase o t o the instrument reading. With the laboratory lights Ollt 
and with the complement image programmed on M2 the suppression was engaged. 
Thus, p:>wer readings with respect to a null correlation prodllct were 
obtaine • hese re iogs are presente in t he foil owing chapter for the 
set of im es evaluated . 
CHAPrER 6 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The test results for the four input signal-to-noise ratio cases 
considered are tabulated in Table 5. This data represents an average of 
six readings that were taken on the Photodyne radianeter. In most cases 
the six readings were within ±1 count, indicating the high stability of the 
systan . Also indicative of this stability was the consistency in the 
readings for the reference and canplenent reference images evaluated prior 
to an at the conclusion of each of the four cases. The first and second 
monents of the detected !X)wer were determined for the thirty images in each 
of these four cases. These results are presented in Table 6. 
Recalling from chapter 2, the expected SNRo for the narrowband noise 
case (IM= O. l fc) and with 8i >> 1 is (48/n3) S2. That is, the expected 
SNRo for 82 = - 1 o. OdB is -8.1 dB and for 82 = - 20.0dB is -18.1 dB. 
The experimental results are considerably higher, being +5.14dB and +3.82dB 
for the same respective input conditions. During the course of the :rost-
test analysis of the optically-implemented PCC,five possible reasons for 
the discrepancy between theory and experiment were identified. Of these 
five, it was found that the hardlimi ter model of the existit¥S theory was 
inappropriate for the optical problem. A discussion of the identified 
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possible discrepancies and the developnent of a new model applicable to the 
optical PCC follows. 
TABLE 5 
IMAGE CORRELATION DATA 
Average Detected Optical Power (nanowatts) 
SNR = -1 0dB SNR = -20dB SNR = -10dB SNR = -20dB 
IMAGE Bll=0.1fc BN=0.1fc IM = 0.5fc Bil = 0.5fc 
Reference 1.795 1.788 1 .820 1 .812 
Comp. Ref . 0 .013 0 .CXX) 0.018 0.017 
#01 0 .577 0 .305 1 .237 0.893 
02 1 .617 1 .130 0.955 0.785 
03 1.017 0.700 0.665 0.553 
04 1 .1 87 1.100 0.965 0.678 
05 0 .4~ 0.512 1 .155 0.835 
06 0 .635 0.465 1 .057 1 .028 
07 0 .375 0 .370 1 .098 1.023 
ffi 1 .345 1 .185 0.995 0.873 
09 0.335 0 .307 0.195 0.153 
10 0.998 0.755 0.945 0.855 
11 1 .247 1 .1 82 0.625 0.475 
12 0.195 0 .222 0.845 0.633 
13 1 .297 0 .892 1 .185 0.893 
14 1 .515 1 .575 0.765 0.753 
15 1 .597 1 .617 1 .185 0.893 
16 1 .615 1 .638 1 .148 0.903 
17 1 -428 1 .417 0.945 0.855 
18 0 .835 0 .101 1.265 1.013 
19 0 . 170 o.065 .1 .095 0.962 
20 0 .740 0 .138 1 .222 1 .163 
21 1 .CE/J 0.897 1 .065 0.003 
22 1 .142 0.845 0.965 0.863 
23 0 .218 0.002 0.867 0.383 
24 0 .095 0.015 1 .275 1 .315 
25 1 .597 1 .405 0.658 0.523 
26 1.600 1 .375 0.905 0.865 
27 1 .1 67 0.998 0.645 0.385 
28 0 .1 07 0.070 1 .287 1 .153 
29 0.427 0.425 1.365 1 .265 
30 1 .225 1 .185 1 .160 1 .095 
Ref 1.788 1 .798 1. 783 1 .822 
Comp. Ref. O.CXX) 0.018 0.017 0.015 
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Table 6 
DATA STATISTICS AND EXPERIMErlTAL SNRo 
DETECTED POWER EXPERIMENTAL 
SNR 
DATA SEr MEAN VARIANCE (dB) 
SNR = -1 0dB, Btl=O .1 fc 0.929 0.265 + 5.14 
SNR = - 20dB, I3W=0 .1 fc 0.792 0.260 + 3.s2 
SNR = - 10dB, Bi/=0 .5fc 0.991 6.302 E-02 +11 .93 
SNR = - 20dB, BW=0 .5fc 0 .829 6.940 :E-02 + 9.95 
The first possible discrepancy identified is that a two-dimensional 
spatial filter (circular) was used in the experiment, but due to 
the one-dimensional nature of the data images, a one-dimensional spatial 
filter (sl"t) should have been used. Owing to the diffraction effects of 
the S as pointed o t in appendix F, a rectangular filter would have been 
appropriate since all of the essential correlator output information is 
contained within each diffraction order. This difference, between circular 
and rectangular filters , results in an error in the detected correlator 
output signal since frequency components at fc experience a filtering 
loss other than what the PCC theory was based on, that being a 5C/fo 
insertion loss . This error is expected to be small however, IXJSSibly even 
being lost in the total system noise which includes optical alignment, 
spatial filter fabrication, detection system noise, laser beam spatial 
Llrliformity, etc. 
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The second item of concern was a question on the uniformity of the 
input wavefront through the system. If this wavefront were not of uniform 
intensity, then the data collected would be incorrect. However, a post-
test correction of the data could conceivably be performed if the wavefront 
perturbation were identified . To address this item, a simple spatial 
sampling test was conducted whereby one of the eight vertical bars of the 
re erence image was scanned sequentially through its eight positions. This 
was done electron·cally using the magneto-optic SIM so as not to affect the 
alignment of the system. The results of this test are included in Table 7. 
It can be seen that the wavefront perturbations were minimal, to the extent 
of be·ng in the noise of the detection system (±1% of full scale± 4 
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The third item has to do with the reference mask (M1) used. This mask 
did not have the pixel structure present and, as a result, the passband 
(< fc) terms due to the product of two masks (with pixel structure 
present) are not present in the data collected. The passband of the system 
was 0.8224 line µ3.irs per millimeter and the pixel frequency was 6.5789 
line pairs per millimeter (64 cycles in 9.728mm). This frequency 
difference implies that the coefficients of the product terms, that are in 
the passband, would have a minimal effect on the total data. 
The fourth ·tern of concern was found to be the major difference 
between the optical and electrical PCC's. Existing PCC models use a signwn 
or bipolar cl·pper at the input to the multiplier , whereas ·in an optical 
PCC imp e entation, where intensity cannot be negative, an "offset" signwn 
cli per or unipolar clipper is the appropriate model. This type of clipper 
analy ·zed in tenns of the bipolar PCC . The analysis is presented in 
Appendix It was found that the SNRo expression for the optical 
(unipolar) PCC, analogous to the biJX)lar PCC model, is given by: 
SNR' = 
0 2 I 2 ~ - m1 +2n 
where m1 and ffi2 are the first and second moments of the bipolar PCC 
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implementation. This· new relationship is represented graphically in Figure 
22. 
If the fc canp::>nents at the spatial filter of the optical FCC are 
passed in total , equation (8) is no longer valid. In fact, from equations 
(1) and (G-1), the SNR ' 0 for the case of no filter insertion loss at 
f c (referred to as C!/i case) , bee an es: 
m1 
2 + 2m1 + 1 + 8 /rr 
2 
s 0 = ------.-,,2ir---/-2---
m2 - m1 + 8 rr 
an for the case where fc is totally rejected (the 100% case): 
(9) 
( m1 + 1 )2 
s I = -------- ( 10) 
0 
m2 - m1 
The last two expressions (equations 9 and 10) are not analogous to their 
binary PCC counterparts since they are expressed in tenns of the binary PC~ 
model having an output filter insertion loss of r::;:J</o. To be analogous, 
binary models for the Cff, and 1~ filter insertion loss cases would have to 
be derived and then the procedure of Appendix G applied to each case. 
F.quations g and 10 do, however, serve as a means of extending the 50% 
filter loss bi:p:::>lar model to the various filtering cases of the unip:>lar 
model. The CJ/; and 1 ~ filter loss models are also shown on Figure 22 · 
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The fifth possible reason for the discrepancy between the existing 
(bipolar) PCC model and experiment, which was identified prior to the 
developnent of the unipolar PCC model, was that the 30 tests conducted for 
each unique input SNR and filter bandwidth investigated was determined 
assuming a gaussian variate for the PCC output signal. In fact, the 
unipolar outp t distribution is unknown while the bipolar PCC output p:if is 
known to be non-gaussian [5] . Therefore, it was speculated that 30 
ensembles may have been insufficient to properly estimate the mean and 
variance of the outp t signal . Although this was a valid consideration 
prior to the developnent of the unipolar PCC model, the agreement observed 
between the experiment and the new model (Figure 22) is indicative of 
suff ·c·ent outp t sampling. 
Exam·nat·on of Figure 22 reveals that the experimental data is in 
excellent agreement with the unipolar PCC SNR' 0 definition for the 
narrowband noise case . Farthermore , the asymptotic nature of equations 
8,9, and 10 are clearly seen for S1>>l and S2<<l. Under these 
conditions, equation 8 is asymptotic to SNR' 0 ~ + 3.5dB. This apparent 
constant output, for input SNR' s satisfying S1>>1 and 32<<1, or when 
the channel 2 input signal is nearly all noise is due to the nature of the 
binary PCC. That is, the unipolar hardlimiter limits amplitude information 
while phase information is passed (as in the bipolar hardlimiter) and 
multiplied by the hardlimited reference signal of Channel 1. However, the 
mean output of the unipolar hardlimiter is not zero as is the case for the 
bipolar hardlimiter. Therefore, under t hese conditions, input noise power 
variations have little effect on the output SNR. 
CHAPTER 7 
CONCIDSIONS 
A performance model of a binary optical correlator has been developed 
an experimentally verified. Existing time-domain pJlarity coincidence 
correl tion performance models, which are based on s ignum or bipolar 
har i· i i of inp t signals, have been extended to the optical (spatial) 
do ain. Working in the optical domain requires that t he bipolar model be 
replaced b a unipolar model to account for the non-negat ive nature of light 
intensi Using this new model, and with an output filter insertion-loss 
of 3dB at the si nal (reference) frequency, the output s ignal-to-noise ratio 
of the op ical PCC was derived as: 
SNRO = 
2 I 2 m1 + 2m1 + 1 + 2 n 
2 I 2 ~-m1 +2n 
where m1 and ID2 are the the first and second moments of the output 
signal of the bipolar PCC . These moments are given by equation A-7 and A-8 
in Appendix A, and are function of the i nput SNR of channel 1 and t he inpllt 
SNR of channel 2. 
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An optical experiment was des i gned using the Litton Data Systens binary 
spatial light modulator (SIM) configured in an imaging correlator 
architecture . The SIM was progranmed with an image containing one-
dimensional information corresp:mding to input channel 2. The infonnation 
was represented by two different data sets of various signal-to-noise 
conditions . The two data sets consisted of a sinusoid with additive zero-
mean gaussian-distributed noise , one with a narrowband (BN = 0.1 fc) 
spectrum and the other with a wideband (Bw = 0.5 fc) spectrum. Using a 
noiseless reference (channel 1 input wit h S1 = 00 ) , and with narrowband 
input SNR's of S2 = -10.0dB and - 20. 0d.B, the exper imental SNRo (the 
output SNR) was found to be within 0 . 2dB of t he unipolar PCC model. With 
the same reference and input SNR' s, the wideband experimental SNRo was 
sign· ficantly (approximately 6. 5dB) d±ffer ent t han what the unipolar model 
predicts. The theorical and exper~ents results are graphical represented 
in Figure 22 of Chapter 6 • 
For input SNR' s of S1 >>1 and S2 <1 the manent m2 approximates to 
1 /3 and m1 ' O. ()7 (see Table A- 1 ) • Under these conditions the uni polar 
PCC SNRo approximates to : 
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SNRo' == 3. 5dB. 
This constant SNRo ' for very snall S2 is a consequence of the nature of 
.. 
the uni:p::>lar PCC. It results fran the effects of hardlimi ting on signal 
level and the non-zero mean characteristic of the unipolar hardlimiter 
output. 
future work in this area includes the following topics. 
1 . Determination of the output probability distribution function ( p:lf) of 
the unipolar K:C. 
2. Validation of the unipJlar mc:xlel at other input signal-to-noise 
conditions, particularly for 81 >>1 , 82 _. 1. 
3. Dete ination of analogous models between the bi:p::>lar PCC and unipolar 
PCC for output filter insertion losses of Cffo and 100%. (In this 
research both of these filtering conditions were related to the 5Cf'fa 
loss case) • 
4. Tutension of the analysis and ex~rimental work to two-dimensional 
signals. 
APPENDIX A 
SNRa REPRESENTED IN THE TERMS OF GAMMA :FUNCTION 
To computer analyze the output signal-to-noise ratio given by 
equa ions 1,2,3, and 4 it is necessary to find a suitable representation of 
the con ent hypergeometric f unction. One such representation makes use 
o the gamma function . From refer ence [14] sections 6.1 .22 and 13.1.2, the 
con ent hypergeornetric function i s fo und to be equivalent to 
1F1 
(a, b, z) = 
r (b) 
r (a) 
I r (a+ n) zn 
n=O r ( b + n) n ! 
(A-1) 
s·nce the amroa function can be easil y generated by following the series 
expansion proce ure outlined in Section 6.1 .34 of Reference [14], it was 
chosen as the function of represent ation. Specialization, that is specific 
values and interrelationships of t he argl.ll11ents a,b, and z, of the confluent 
hypergeometr·c function leads to most other special functions [14], like 
the modified Bessel [8] , I.aguer re, Hermite, Trigometric, Bessel, etc. No 
attempt has been made t o exami.ne which representation is best in terms of 
convergence , nt.lITlerical stabi lity, etc. The gamma representation was chosen 
for convenience only. 
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Fran equations 2, 4, and A-1: 
f(2n~1;S) = 
( n-1 /2) 
S r(n+1/ 2) r(2n) ~ r(n+m-1/2)(-S)m 
(2n-1) ! r ( n-1 /2) m=D r (2n+m) m ! 
but since : 
r (2n) = (2n-1) ! 
then: 
f(2n- 1 ;S) = s(n-1/2) r(n + 1/2) 
r ( n - 1 /2) 
From [ 4 J equation 6 .1 .15: 
QO 
m 
r (n + m - 1 /2)(-S) 
r (2n+m) m! 
r ( z + 1) = z r ( z) = z ! 





f(2n- 1 ;S) = s( n-1 /2) ( n-1 /2) I r (n + m -1 / 2) (-S)m (A-5) 
m=O r (2n + m) r (m+1) 
A similar expression · s found when usif'¥S equations 3, 4, A-3, and A-4: 
QO 
f ( 2n ; S) = nS n I 
k=D (2n+k) r (2ntk) r (k+1) 
r(n+k) (-S)k (A-6) 
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Using equations A-5 in 2 and A-6 in 3 and with the assumption of zero phase 
shift between channels, the first and second manents become: 
(S s )n-1/2 I 
1 2 m::O 
r ( n-1 /2 +m) ( -S 
1 
) m 
r (2n+m)r (m+1) 




k;::{) r (2n + k) r (k + 1) 
00 r(n+i)(-S2)i 
I 
i::O (2n+i)r (2n+-i)r ( i+1) 
For the case of S1<<1 and S2<<1 the first manent reduces to : 
and the second manent to: 
• 
Since: 





approximates to ( 12/rr 2 ) 81 82 , which is identical to the exact 
value found by Gopani et al . [8 J. 
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These expressions , equations A- 7 and A-8 , were progranmed on a Digital 
:EXluipnent Corporation VAX 11/730 syste:n equipped with an extended Floating 
Point Processor. This feature increases the numer ical dyna:nic range to 
exixment E ± 4932. This extended range was requi red for calculating the 
gan a f unction of large ( r(450)) numbers . The resultant output signal-to-
noise r at ·o as a function of input channel 8NR was det erm i ned and is 
presente in t abular fonn in Table A- 1 and in graphical fonn in Figure 3. 
Three For t r an prograns, generated as part of this work, are included as 
part of this appendix . The first program entitled "OPrOMa.T' calculates 
S as a funct·on of 81 and 82 . In this program t he ganma function 
is called for each t enn of every series calculation . The second progran 
entitled "G " i s t he ganma function generator. This program was 
or·ginally written for Real *4 numbers by Dr . Mar iano Nadal of United 
Technologies Research Center and was modified by the author for Real *16 
number s . The third progren, entitled "RMCNENT" calculates the SNRo from 
t he f · r s t two man en ts m1 and 1D2 where the series are calculated 
recurs ively by calling the ggmna function only for the initial value 
cal cul at · on. This routine is very fast can pared to the first (seconds 
versus hundreds of seconds) but wit h 81 or 82 ;a Q. 0 it tended to become 
numerically unstable , whereas t he brute force garmna method renained stable 
for 81 ( O. Odb with 82 ( +1 8 .0dB. 
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TABLE A-1 
CAlCULATED SNR0 FOR THE PCC 
SH sn«) HM KTWO OUTPUT 5NR 
(dB) (dB) (dB) 
-0.50Et02 -0.30Et02 0.63646E-04 0.33333E+OO -0.79153E+02 
--0.40E+-02 -0.30£+02 0.20126E-03 0.33333Et00 -0.69154Et02 
-0.30Et02 -0.30Et02 0.63630[-03 0.33333E+OO -0.59156Et02 
-0. 20E+o2 -0 .30E+o2 0.20076[-02 0.33333Et00 -0.49175£+02 
-0.10E+02 -0.30Et02 0.62094[-02 0.33334Et00 -0.39367Et02 
O.OOE+-00 -0.30Et02 0.16131[-01 0.33341E+OO -0.31073E+02 
-0 .50Et02 -0. 2-0E+02 0.20081E-03 0.33333E+OO -0.69173Et02 
-0.40E+o2 -0.20E+02 0.63502E-03 0.33333Et00 -0.59173E+02 
-0.30Et02 -0.20Et02 0.20076E-02 0.33333Et00 -0.49175Et02 
-0.20Et02 -0.20E+02 0.63345E-02 0.33334Et00 -0.39194Et02 
-0.10Et02 -0.20E+02 0.19592E-01 0.33343E+OO -0.29384Et02 
0 .OOE+OO -0 .20E+02 0.50898E-01 0.33408E+OO -0.21071£+02 
-0.50Et02 -0.10E+02 0.62109E-03 0.33333Et00 -0.59366E+02 
-0.4-0Et02 -0.10Et02 0.19640E-02 0.33333£+00 -0.49366Et02 
-0.30Et02 -0.10Et02 0.62094E-02 0.33334E+OO -0.39367£+02 
-0.20E+02 -0.10Et02 0.19592E-01 0.33343Et00 -0.29384E+02 
-0.10Et02 -0.10Et02 0.60599(-01 0.33428£+00 -0.19544Et02 
O.OOE+-00 -0.10E+02 0 .1S751E+OO 0.34055Et00 -0.11047E+02 
-0.50Et02 -0.60Et01 0.94939E-03 0.33333E+OO -0.55680E+02 
-0.40E+o2 -0.60E+ol 0. 30022E--02 0.33334Et00 -0.45680E+02 
-0.30E+02 -0.60E+01 0.94916E-02 0.33336E+OO -0.35681E+02 
-0.20E+-02 -0.60Et01 0.29948E-01 0.33357£+00 --0.25693E+02 
-0.10Et02 -0.60E+Ol 0.92640E-01 0.33560E+OO -0.15810E+02 
O.OOE+-00 -0.60Et01 0.24097E+OO 0.35061Et00 --0.70225Et01 
-O.SOE+02 0 .OOE+OO 0 .1613SE-02 0.33333£+00 -0.51074£+02 
-0.40E+02 O.OOEtOO 0.51021E-02 0.33334Et00 -0.41074£+02 
-0.30Et02 O.OOE+OO 0.16131E-01 0.33341E+OO -0.31073Et02 
-0.20E+02 O.OOE+OO 0. 50898E--01 0.33408Et00 -0.21071£+02 
-0 .10E+02 O.OOE+OO 0.15751E+OO 0.34055Et00 -0.11047Et02 
O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 0 .41112E+OO 0.38851Et00 -0.11349Et01 
--0 .50E+02 0.60E+Ol 0.21080E-02 0.33333Et00 -0.48751Et02 
-0.40E+02 0 .60E+-01 0.66660E-02 0.33335Et00 -0.38751E+02 
-0.30E+02 0.60E+Ol 0.21075E-01 0.33349Et00 -0.28750£+02 
-0 .20E+-02 0 .60E+o1 0.66506E-01 0.33486Et00 -0.18734Et02 
-0.10E+02 0.60Et01 0 .20599E+OO 0.34814E+OO -0.857S9E+01 
O.OOE+OO 0.60Et01 0.54204E+OO 0.44777E+OO 0.28066E+01 
-0.50E+02 0.12E+02 0.22349£-02 0.33334Et00 -0.48244Et02 
-0 .40E+o2 0.12£+02 0.70671E-02 0.33335Et00 -0.38244E+02 
-0.30(+02 0.12E+02 0.22344(-01 0.33352Et00 -0.28242Et02 
-0.20E+02 0.12E+02 0.70513E-01 0.33523E+OO -0.18223Et02 
-0.10Et02 0.12Et02 0.21BS6Et00 0.35176Et00 -0.80371E+01 
O.OOE+OO 0 .12E+o2 O.S7894E+OO 0.47762E+OO 0.37163E+Ol 
-0.50E+02 0 .18E+02 0.22626£-02 0.33334Et00 -0.48137E+02 
-0.40E+02 0.18E+02 0.71547E-02 0.33335Et00 -0.38137Et02 
-0.30E+02 0.18E+02 0.22621E-01 0.33353Et00 -0.28135£+02 
-0 .20E+o2 0 .1BE+02 0.71389E-01 0.33532Et00 --0.18115Et02 
-0.10Et02 0 .18E+02 0.22133E+OO 0.3S270Et00 -0.79240Et01 
O.OOE+OO 0 .18E+-02 0.58753Et00 0.48570£+00 0.39035Et01 
S TYPE OPT(t1(t1.f0R 
C*******ROUTlNE TO CALCULATE THE OUTPUT SI~-To-NOISE ********************** 
C RATI 0 FOR THE TIME 0()-'AIN PCC ~ FOR THE SPATIAL DCttAIN 
C (OPTICAL) PCC USING THE ~ F~CI~ REPRESENTATI~ 




C 'EVALl.¥'.\THJ4 Of A Blt~RY SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATOR CORRELATOR 
C USING TlHE-~IN POLARITY COINCIDENCE CORRELATI~ THEORY' 
C BY:T.J.POSLUSZNY 













OPEN(lNIT=lO, FILE= 'PCC.DAT' ,STATUS='~') 




C*******tlODE OF OPERAT1~ (FULL ~E OR POINT CALCULATI~)******************** 
4 FORl"A T ( 11 ) 
TYPE 6 
6 FO~T(lX, ' DO YOU ~ FULL ~£=1 OR POINT CALCULATI~=2 ? / ,f) 
ACCEPT 4,HODE 
lF(HODE.EQ.l)THEN 






10 FOPMT(lX, '~T IS VALUE Of Sl IN dB? I,$) 
ACCEPT 8,SINl 
TYPE 11 






GO TO 14 
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13 DO 175 S=l,8 






5™Cl =STWOL +ABC 
SCNEi =-60 . 0 QO 









CHiHHROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE FIRST HCt1ENTHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 
C*********I ITIALIZATICN ~ I FOR HCNE***************************************** 
c 
































I NCl =~S ( GSLtU/6SU1T1) 
lNC2=~S(GSLt12/GSlJ1T2) 
IF( INCl .LT .ERROR .~D. INC2.LT .ERROR)THEN 
60 TO 40 
ELSE 
60 TO 50 
END IF 




60 TO 80 
ELSE 
GO TO 15 
END IF 
80 (J1(}[=(2.0Q0/ (3.141S9Q0**2.0QO))*GCNEPP 
TYPE *. 'S~L = I ,SCNEL 
TYPE *'I Sn10L = I 'STWOL 
Tl'PE * ''91CNE= I ,lHNE 
c 
C*******TEST ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE S£CCND H~ 
Ci****** BY THE BRUTE FORCE ~ Ft.NCTICt1 
~·**************************************************************************** 





































GO TO 140 
ELSE 
GO TO 150 
END IF 
C****** TOTAL Sl.t1 CN I FOR HTWO********************************************** 
140 GTWOPP=GTWOP+( SCNE**A)*GSltfTl*( STWO**A)*GSLtff2 
GIDEL=~BS((GTWOPP-GTWOP)/GTWOPP) 
lF(GIDEL.LT.ERROR)THEN 
GO TO 180 
ELSE 
GO TO 115 
ENDIF 
180 (fflWO=l .OQ0/3. OQO+( 4. OQO/( 3.1415900**2.0QO) )*GTWOPP 
c 
C***************SI~L TO NOISE CALC FOR***************** ******************** 
C*************** BRUTE ~ (G~R) METHODS INCLUDING*********************** 
C***************LOG VALUES***************************************************** 
TJP=S.OQ0/(3.14159QOtt2.0QO) 
GSNCNE=( (91CNE**2.0QO )t2.0QO*~E+l .OQO+T JP)/ 
$ ( (HfWQ-( 91(}.JEtt2. OQO )t T JP) 
GSNFIL=((91CNE**2.0Q0)+2.0QO*(l1CNE+l.OQO+TJP/4.0QO) 
f /(l11TW0-(91(NE**2.0QO)t(TJP/4.0QO)) 
GSNFLO=( (91CNE**2.0Q0)+2.0Q0*91CNE+l .OQ0)/ 
S ( tMTWO-( 91CNEtt2. OQO)) 
GPCC=(&'1CNEtt2.0Q0)/(()1TW0-((J1(}1Ett2.0Q0)) 
TYPE *'I ()1'TWQ= I ,()1TWO 
TYPE * t I GSNCNE= I ,GSNCNE 





TYPE *' 'G~L= I ,G~L 
TYPE *'I G~RLF= I ,GSNRLF 





















C Fl.NCTI~ : THIS Fl.t-lCTICN E\JAL~TES THE ~ Fl.t-lCTICN FOR f:#i POSITIVE 
C REAL VALUE X LESS OR EQliil. T~ 450.S. 
c 
C l>ESCRIPTICN : THE ~ Fl.t-lCTICN FOR 0 < Z < 1 IS CCttPUTED VIA A 26 TERM 
C SERIES EXP~SICN. FOR VALUES GREATER T~ 1, THE RECURRENCE 
c 
C ~(N + Z) = (N - 1 + Z)*(N - 2 + Z)* ... *(1 + Z)*Z*~(Z) 
c 
C IS USED, WHERE N JS A POSITIVE INTEGER. 
c 
C BIB IOGRAPH'f : H. ABRft1™1TZ ~D I. STEGLN, '~DBOOK OF ~T~TICAL 




C INPUT : X -POSITIVE REAL-VALUED NLttBER LESS OR EQ{j\L T~ 450.5. 
c 
c OUTPUT : lltt'A -RETURNED VALUE Of ~ FLNCT I (Ji EVAL~TED AT x I 
c 
C ENTRY POINT : ~ 
c 
C NOTE : TH£ COEFFICIENTS ARE SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE FOR 






~TA C /l.OQO, 0.5772156649015329QO, -0.6558780715202538QO, 
& -0.0420026350340952QO, 0.1665386113822915QO, 
& -0.042!977345555443QO, -0.0096219715278770QO, 
& 0.007218943246663000, -0.0011651675918591QO, 
& -2.152416741149Q-04, 1.280502823882Q-04, 
& -2.013485478070-05, -1.25049348210-06, 
' 1.13302723200-06, -2.056338417Q-07, 
& 6.11609SOQ-09, 5.0020075Q-09, 
' -1.1812746Q-09, 1.043427Q-10, 
& 7.7823Q-12, -3.69680-12, 
& 5.lOOQ-13, -2.060-14, 
& -5.4Q-1S, 1.4Q-15, 








IF (X .EQ. 1.0QO) THEN 
~ = l.OQO 
RETLRN 
00 IF 
N = INT(X) 
XX=X-N 
C X > 1.0 r.ASE. 
c 
IF (N .GT. 0) THEN 
~ = 1.0QO 
DO J = 1, N - 1 
W = W*(X - J) 
END DO 
C RETURN IF X IS ~ INTEGER. 
c 





c 0 I 0 ( x ( 1. 0 C'ASL 
c 
~ = O.OQO 
z = 1.000 
DO J = 1, 26 
Z = Z*XX 
~ = ~ + C(J)*Z 
~D DO 
~ = 1.0QO/~ 






















CHHH*flOOE Of OPE~Tl~lUAHHHHiHHHHAHHiiHHHHHHHHiHHAHH 
4 FO~T(ll) 
TYPE 6 
6 FORttAT(lX, 'DO YOU ~ FULL ~E=l OR POINT CALCULATICN=2 ? / ,t) 
ACCEPT 4,MODE 
IF (HOC>E. EQ .1 )THEN 







10 F~T(lX 'W~T IS l.W.UE Of Sl IN dB? ',$) 
ACCEPT 8,SINl 
TYPE 11 
11 F~T(lX, '~T IS VALUE Of S2 IN dB? I,$) 
ACCEPT 8, SIN2 
~EL=QEXT(SIN1) 
STMOL =QOO (SI N2) 
~=10.0QO**(SCNEL/10.0QO) 
STWO=lO.OQO**(STWOL/10.0QO) 
GO TO 14 
C*******Alij~TED CALCULATICN OF FULL ~************************************ 
13 STWOL=-60.0QO 
c 
DO 175 S=l,6 
STWOL=STWOL+lO.OQO 
~EL=-60.0QO 





C*******ROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE FIRST HCttENT********************************** 
CHHHHAINITIALIZATICN ~ I FOR MCNEHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHA 







A=QEXT(l )-0 .SQO 
8=2.0QO*(QEXT(l)) 













DELl 2 DEL TA* ( -SCNE) 
DEL2=DELTA*(-Sn«l) 




IF ( INCl I GT .ERROR I OR I INC2 .GT .ERR(J.)THEN 








GO TO 80 
ELSE 







TYPE *,'SCNEL = I ,SCNEL 
TYPE *'I STWOL = I' STWOL 
TYPE *' 'MCNE= I ,HCNE 
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CAHHHTEST ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE SECCtlD ~ENT RECURRSIVELY 
C****************************************************************************** 






































GO TO 180 
ELSE 










C***************SI~ TO NOISE rALC FOR RECURRSIVE (RSNR) ******************** 
CHHHHHAHUtUHOO INCLUDING ITS L00HHAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH 
R~=(~E**2.0QO)/(HTW0-(HCN:**2.0QO)) 
TYPE *' 'HlWO= I ,HTWO 
TYPE t, 'R~R= I ,RSNR 
R94Rl.=10.0Q0*(Ql0610(R~)) 
TYPE t, 'R~L= I ,R~L 








SAMPLl~ SIZE DETERMINATION 
The output probability drstribut~on function (¢f) of the PCC was 
developed by Andrews [ 5] . Thi s p:l.f i s non-gauss:i!an and is expressed in a 
fonn ·nvolving the confluent hypergeanetric funct:i:on. To estimate the 
number of tests that must be i:erformed, for a specified confidence in the 
first two manents calculated fran the experimental data, Andrews pif 
expression was not used. Instead , t he results that corresp:md to Gaussian 
randan variates was used as a guideline. Although the PCC output pif is 
non-gaussian, this method simplifi ed t he problem. The error due to this 
simpl .. fication has not been detennined. Usi ng gaussi:an statist:i!cs, the 
initial criteria chosen i:s a 90% confi dence, y = 90?6, that the true mean 
( m) would be found w±thin a ti.pJit i:nterval defined by: 
X - O. 1 S ( m ( X + O. 1 S 
where X is the sanple mean given by: 
- 1 n 
X= - l 






and S is the sanple standard deviation, the square root of the senple 
variance given by: 
2 1 n - 2 
S = - l ( X; - X) • 
n . 1 ..L l= 
The illlbiased sample variance is related to s2 as: 
8
,2 = __ n __ s2 
n - 1 
For the problen of confidence level determination of the true mean of 
a nonnal variate estimated fran the scmple mean (X) and the unbiased sanple 
variance (S'2 ), the Student's t-distribution may be used. This probability 
dens·ty function is given by [28]: 
p (x) = fr! (v + 1)/2)~ I 1 + (:x2/v}t(v + 1)/2 
x (nv) 1 2 r (v/2) 
and the cumulative distribution function is given by: 
F( Z) r [ (v + 1) /2] = _:;;......_____ _ 
( 1TV) t / 2 f ( V /2) 
J z (1 + ~2 )-(v+1)/2dx 
- 00 
80 
Here v = n - 1 is the number of degrees of freedan in the distribution and 
r(x) is the Gamma function of }arameter x. The confidence interval is: 
where 




Followi the procedure of Kreyszig [29 J, the equation: 
F(Z) 1 ( 1 + y) =-
2 
(B-2) 
is solved for by using tables of the t-distribution for selected values 
o n. Then, using (B-2) the confidence interval may be found. Table B-1 
lists several choices of n and the associated mean value confidence 
intervals . For n > ?f) , the resulting confidence intervals are almost 
identical with those obtained using the true variance, that is, the student 
t-distribution becomes asymptotically normal as the sample size becomes 
inf"nite. 
A sim"lar analysis is required to determine the confidence interval 
for the true variance. ~or small sample sizes (approximately ?JJ), this 
interval can be found using the chi-square distribution. This distribution 
function is given by: 
F( Z) = 1 
2v !2 r (v /2) 
and: 
F( Z) = 0 for z < o. 
( \) - 2) 
e-x/2 X 2 dx 
81 
for Z > 0 
Lin oren and cElrath [30] uses a percentile approach in determining 
the confi ence level . For our case: 
p '- [; J S' 2 
l x .95 ( n- ) 
< a2 < [n-1] S'
2 
x:05 (n-1) ] = 
0.9 
Where x: ( n- ) and x :
95 
( n-1) are the 5th and 95 th percentiles of the 
chi- s are distr ibution . Table B-1 lists the confidence intervals for the 
variance for the sa:nple sizes considered. Fran these results, it is seen 
that the i n· ti al cri t eria chosen, equation (B-1), imix:>sed an impractical 
requirement of 269 tests for each SNR and noise bandwidth considered. As a 
result , a new confidence interval was chosen, given by: 
X - O. 315' c; M c; X + O. 315' 











CONFIDENCE INTERVAL DEPENDENCE ON SAMPLE SIZE 
(CONFIDENCE LEVEL y = 0.9) 
Mean Value Confidence Interval Variance Confidence Interval 
- -
x - 0 . 58S ' ( m ( X + 0.58S' 0.5325S' 2 ( cr2 ( 2. 7S'2 
- -
x - o .39s ' ( m < x + 0.39S' 0.63S' 2 ( cr2 < 1 .8780S' 2 
- -
x - o . 31s 1 ( m < X + 0.31S' 0.6814S' 2 ' cr2 < 1 .6377S' 2 
- -
X - 0 . 21 S ' < m ( X + 0.21 S' 0.7117S' 2 ( cr2 ( 1 .4943s• 2 
- -
X - 0 . 1cr < m < X+0.1cr 0.8732S' 2 ( cr2 ' 1.1607S' 2 
* For n ~ :JJ the t-variate approximates the normal variate. 
APPENDIX C 
SUMMARY DESCRIP.r ION OF SIGM 
The f oll owi}'\g four pages are taken fran a brouchure published by the 
Lawrence Livennore National I.aboratory (LLNL) . This brouchure describes 
the ene al purJ;x:>se signal processi}'\g, analysis, and display progran SIG 
ev elope b LLNL. The program is free to the publ ic and was used as part 
of this research . 
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Copy a parame:te~ file 
Delete a parameter 
Insert a parameter 
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their values 
Replace a parameter 
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Clear the slack 
Resume reading commands 
Read commands from a Ille 
Print a descripl1on of a 
command 
Display a menu 
List the current items on the stack 
Read commands from the 
terminal 










Turn on the de aull -lrom·rigttt flag 
Turn on the echo 
Clost: command L eig File 
Create a command Log Frie 
Wile lo the user s terminal 
Lisi items of interest 
Turn o!f the default·from·right flag 
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Terminate execution of SIG 
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trnt:ate a program 
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· •' 
Summary of Features 
• Free 
• Menu Mode for unfamiliar users and 
Command Mode tor experienced users 
• Friendly, meaningful error detection 
• On-line HELP package and User's Manual 
• Signal Processing Operations include: 
digital filtering 
auto I cross spectral density 
transfer function I impulse response 
convolution 
fourier transform and inverse 
• Graphical operations include: 
plotting 
cursor zoom 
families of curvos 
multiple viewport plots 
many graphics devices 
• Easily Transportable 
• Written in Fortran 
• Available on: 
VAX / VMS 
PDP-11 / RSX-11M 
UNIX 
DEC / TOPS 
• Don't forget, it's FREE! 
For further information, Contact: 
P.S. Wahler or D.L. Payne L-156 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
P.O. Box 5504 
Livermore, CA 94550 
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APPENDIX D 
NARROWBAND NOISE VERIFICATION 
The following processing was :perfonned to verify the integrity of the 
SI ~ :pseudo-randan gaussian noise generator, as well as the narrow-
th gaussian-distributed noise claims made in Chapter 4. The noise 
record as si;ecified within SIG"' to have zero mean and unit variance. 
o determine whether the noise record was s:pectrally wideband, the 
Power Spectral Density (PSD) was estimated using the Welch method with a 
Hammi window. In this method, as implemented in SIG, the PSD was 
es ate b taking the noise file, duplicating it, breaking each file into 
1 Cf2. overlappi sectons, taking a 1 Cf2.4 p:>int FFT (Fast Fourier Transfonn) 
of each win owed section and then averaging the product of the 
corresp:>nding sections of the two files. The results are shown in Figure 
D-1 . Indeed the noise record is seen to be wideband aver the frequencies 
of interest (one-half of the sanpling frequency). 
The distribution of the 16,895 JX)int noise record discussed in Chapter 
4 (Section 4. 3 .1 ) was estimated using a histogran progran which sorted the 
time noise record into 128 unique anplitude bins. This program, called 
HISTOGRAM , is included at the end of this ap:pendix. Al though the noise 









I I . 
0 0.1 0.3 0."' 0.5 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure D--1 , Estimated Spectrum of SIG™-Generated 
Wideband Gaussian Noise. 
Figure D--2, Distribution of SIG™-Generated Gaussian Noise Data 




histogran included only values within the range of -2.:£) volts to 
+2. 56 vol ts ( 16, 724 JX)ints) • This range was chosen so as to assure that 
none of the 128 bins would have zero value, since such values would be 
difficult to "fit" to a guassian distribution. The resulting histogram was 




with al = 1 and mx = O. The normalization area is given by the 
product of the bin size and the total number of JX)ints in the noise record 
(0.04 x 16,895). These graphs are shown in Figure D-2. It is seen that 
the 16 ,895 noise points are well fitted to a gaussian distribution. 
It is well known [24-30] that linear operations on normal random 
variables result in nonnal randan variables. Therefore, narrow-bandpass 
filtering of the wide-bandwidth gaussian noise record produces narrow-
bandwidth gaussian noise. The filter used in this research was a two-pole 
Butterworth bandpass. The noi:3e P.3D of the outputs of Filters 1 (BW = O. 5 
fc) and 2 (Bil = o. 1 fc) are shown in Figure D-3 and D-4 respectively. It 
is clear from these f±gures that the output noise spectrum is 
representative of the particular filter used. This i:s evident by exanining 
the correlation between these PSD curves and the filter transfer functions 





E - -4 
Filter 1 
BW = 0.5f c 
0 +----~---,.~--~---r---------,----------.-----------L 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0. '4 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure D-3, PSD of SIG"'-Generated N:>ise Operated 









BW = O.lfc 
0.5 
0+----L-'~'------------.--------~.--------~ . ---------+ 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.-4 0.5 
.Frequency (Hz) 
Figure D-4, PSD of SIG"'-Generated Noise Operated 
on by Filter 2 (Bil= 0.1 fc). 
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To determine t he auto-correlation of the noise record, the PSD of the 
input and output noise records of each filter was Fourier transformed. The 
input noise was found (as expected) to be correlated only at -r = 0 and 
uncorrelated elsewhere (correlation coefficient, p = 0). Since filter two 
(IM = 0 .1 fc) has a much narrower spectrum than filter one (BN = 0.5 fc) it 
was expected to have a longer cor relat ion length. This is indeed the case, 
as illustrated in Figures D-5 and D-6 . 
It has been shown that the noise output of filter 2 (BW = 0.1 fc) is 
in eed narrowband gaussia.n-distributed wit h zero mean. It's noise power or 
variance was readily determined from the t ime record file. Because filter 
1 ban · dth does not satisfy the relationship BW <;0.1 fc it cannot be 










0 100 200 300 '400 
T 










BW = O.lf c 
T 
Figure D-6, Noise Autocorrelation of Filter 2 (Bil = 0.1 fc) • 
93 
• TYPE HI STOGmi.FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** ·c ROlJTINE TO CCtiPUTE THE HISTOGPJt1 OF A REAL DATA f'ILE 
C~RACTER*25 flW1£, ~ 
C~CTER*l2 IFHT 





8 FOPJlAT(l 5) 
TYPE 10 
10 FO~T(1X, '~T IS INPUT FILE ~? I ,f) 
ACCEPT 4,FlW1E 
TYPE 12 
12 FORt'AT(lX, 'HClol ~ POINTS ARE IN MTA FILE? ENTER INTEGER ',S) 
ACCEPT 8,~TS 
TYPE 14 
14 F~T(lX, '~T IS FOPJ"AT Of Itf'UT FILE? EXltl:(E15.7)? I,$) 
ACCEPT 2, I 00 
TYPE 16 
16 F~T(lX, 'WtJAT IS OUTPUT FILE ~? I,$) 
ACCEPT 4,~ 
C *****FILES OPENED************************************************************ 
OPEN(lNIT=ll, FILE = Fl-W1£, STATUS = 'CX..O') 
OPEN(l.NIT=12, FILE = ttWiE, STATUS = 'NEW') 
TYPE 18 
18 F~T(lX, 'H~ t'W('( HISTOGRtti BINS? ENTER INTEGER I,$) 
ACCEPT 8,BIN 
TYPE 20 
20 FORt1AT(1X, '~T IS INITIAL VALUE? EXlttf>LE:-1.56322 I,$) 
ACCEPT 6,I~ 
TYPE 22 




DO 40 1=1,BIN 
LCJJAL= I~ + (I ·-1 )*DELTA 
HIVAL=lt-#JAL + I*DELTA 
Bl~=O 














The cr eation of the data images fra:n the created signal plus noise 
data files was described in detail in Section 4.3.3 "Specified Signal to 
o · se Im ery ." This appendix lists the data used for each of the four 
con itions investigated . Fach row of 128 points indicated on the following 
figures was sllfficient to create a 128 x 128 point image since the images 
generate had perfect row t o row correlation. Therefore, each figure lists 
data representative of :fJ images. Figure E-1 lists the signal plus noise 
data from Filter 1 with a SNR of - 10dB. Figure E-2 lists Filter 1 data 
with a of - 20dB. Figures E-3 and E-4 list data from Filter 2 for -10dB 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OPTICAL FILTER SPECIFICATION 
To determine the size of the low-pass spatial filter required at the 
outp t of the optical PCC (Figllre 2) a Follrier Plane analysis of the Litton 
Li t adulator was made . A generalized model of a f llll-on (all 
pixels transparent) array was developed . This development and its 
ap lication to the specific reference llSed in this experiment (Figure 8) is 
p-esente in this appendix. 
A mo el of the Litton Data Systems Light-MOD~ can be generated by 
first consideri a unit p±xel or square cell of the 2-D array designated 
as S ( x, ) . Su.ch a cell is illllStrated in Figure F-1 a and may be 
expresse as : 
where: 
Su (x,y) 
Rect (~) a 
= Rect (~) Rect (_l_) 
= 
w w 
for jx\ < a/2 
O for lxl > a/2 
Defin·ng the 2-D comb function with a period of adjacent cell centers, the 
entire array may be expressed as: 
100 
101 
rea of Transmission 
Outer Border, Nontransmissive 
a) Unit Cell Model 
G 
b) S0 (x,y) Function; 1 comb (x ) comb (y) Rect (x) Rect (y) 7 P P G G 
Figure F-1, Sampler Model. 
102 
where ~ (x,y) is a bounded array of impulse functions given by: 
S (x ,y) = - 1- Comb (2-) Comb (-L) Rect (2-) Rect (-L) 
o ~ P P G G 
and* denotes convolution. The function S0(x,y) is illustrated in Figure 
F- 1 b . The can b function may also be expressed as: 
00 00 
ID=- oo 
o (~ - m) 
a = al o (x - ma) Canb ( ~ ) = l 
ID=- oo 
For plane waYe illumination, the Fraunhofer diffraction of the array 
is known to be [31] : 
EXP[jkz] EXP( j -}z (x2+y2)] 
U(x,y) = jA z • 
JJ U(x' ,y')EXP(-j~ (x'x+y'y)]dx'dy' (F-1) 
- 00 
where U(x,y) is the observed through-transmission field distribution, 
U(x' ,y') is the aperture field distribution, z is the distance along the 
propagation path, A is the waYelength of the light, k is the wwe number, 
103 
and j is the canplex operator equal to /:1:. Equation (F-1) is recognized 
as the Tuurier transfonn of U(x' y' ) evaluated at spatial frequencies u and 
v given by: 
u = 2- and v = J_ (F-2) AZ AZ 
and multiplied by phase and anplitude factors. Ignoring these 
multiplicative factors for the manent, the Tuurier Transform of the full 
array · s found to be: 




m't- Q) n~- Q) Sincl G ( u - ...P, ) ] Sine l G ( v - --r ) ] 
where: 
Sine (ax) = 
Sin n (ax) 
n (ax) 
For the spatial light modulator investigated, G = 128P and P>W; therefore, 
since G >> W and the intensity distribution of a fully transmissive array 
may be approximated as: 
104 
Il S( u,v) J = (-1-· ) 
2 
( W~ 4 Sinc2 (Wu) Sinc2 (Wv) • 
AZ P 
00 00 
l l Sinc2lG(u - ~)] Sinc2lG (v - ~)] (F-3) 
ID=- oo n=- co p p_ 
where accountiT¥S has been made for the multiplicative anplitude factor. 
Equation (F-3) represents the intensity distribution of a full-on array at 
the Fourier plane. 
For an image sampled by S(x,y) where the image mask is designated by 
( x, ) and the product of these by ~ ( x ,y) , and where the image mask 






1 2 WG 4 Il M
8 
( u, v) ] = ( >. z ) ( p ) Sinc2 (Wu) Sinc2 ( Wv) • 
co co 
(F-4) 
F. T. { M( x , y)} 2 * l l Sinc2 l G( u - ~) ] Sinc2 l G( v - ~) ] • ( F-5) 
ID::::>- co n=- co 
From this it is seen that the image spectrum is reproduced at each order 
(m,n) beiT¥S scaled by the sanpliT¥S tenn, Sinc2 G(um, vn) and 
K Sinc2 W( um, vn) where: 
1 2 
K=( -) ( 
>.z 
WG 4 -) . p 
105 
This implies that if a single order was "removed" fran the frequency plane 
and re-tr ansf armed, then the original image would result. 
The reference image mask used in this work contained eight cycles of a 
hard- limited sine waYe and is illustrated in Figure 8. Using (F-4) and the 
modulator specifications given in Table 2, equation (F-5) may be further 
simplified to : 
(F-6) 
consideriT¥S for simplicity only x space, the zeroth order tenn and the fact 
that: 
o (x) = lim 
~co 
sinc2 (Nx) • 
F.quation ( F-6) indicates that for the above assumptions, the zeroth order 
spectrum is determined by the mask spectrum. The reference mask may be 
expressed analytically as: 
= Rect ( x ) * [ I o (x - (1.216x10-3n +0.304x10-3))] 
0.6C8x10- 3 n=O 
where x is in meters and therefore: 
7 
= K' I Sinc2 (0.6CEx1o-3 - {1.216x10-3nt0.304x10-3}) 
n=O 
where K' is a constant . 
E>canination of (F-7) reveals that the sinc2 functions are well 
(F-7) 
separated . Therefore , only one of these orders will be considered for the 
determination of size of the low-pass spatial frequency filter. It is 
reasonable to approximate the extent of the zero-order spectrum of the 
reference image by the second zero of: 
Sinc2 (0 .608 x 10-3u) 
which occurs at a spatial frequency ( u) of 1 o. 334 line pairs per 
mill' eter . Therefore , from (F-2), for a wavelength of .632aim and a 
Fourier lens focal length of 635 mm, an aperture of approximately 8.3 mm in 
diameter would be required to pass only the reference com1x:ment. However, 
at this filtering , eight vertical bars would be reproduced having the pixel 
sampling structure removed. To be consistent with existing JDlari ty 
coincidence correlator theory, the sinusoidal signal is to be recovered. 
Knowing that the reference image spatial frequency is 0.8224 line pairs }er 
millimeter (8 cycles in g.728mm), use of (F-2) results in a low-pass filter 
requirement of 660 µm in diameter. 
APPENDIX G 
UNIPOLAR (OPrICAL) PCC SIGNAL-TO-NOISE 
RATIO DEVEIDPMENT 
The PCC Systen illustrated in Figure 1 was used by researchers in 
developing the SNRo in terms of the input channel SNR as discussed in 
Chapter 2. In all of the PCC literature referenced here, a signum function 
clipper was used ; that is: 
{ 1 Clipper Input _. 0 Clipper Oltput = - 1 Clipper Input < 0 
Burke [9] expressed t he s quare wCNes at the output of the signum 
cl·pper in a Fourier ser i es given by: 
u = 4 -1T 









(2n + 1) 
(-1)n 
(2n + 1) 
cos ( (2n+1) wt] 
cos [ (2n+1 )(wt + ¢2 )] 
where ¢
2 
i s a randan variable uniformly distributed between - n and + n • 
This random variable is due to the phase of the additive narrowband noise, 
la? 
n( t) , assumed at the i nput of channel 2. In an optical PCC, the 
transmission function of t he masks M1 and M2 are equivalent to: 
Clipper Ciltput = { A, Cl~ pper Input ;. O 
0 , Cl1 pper Input < 0 
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where A accounts for the optical p::>wer in the sooipling W8)Jefront. This 
type of uni!X)lar clipper could be r epresented i r:1 terms of the bipolar 
sign clipper as: 
u' A = ~ (1+u) 
v' = ~ ( 1+v) 
where the primed variables correspond to the unipolar PCC and the non-
primed variables to the bi!X)lar FCC . The output of the multiplier 
beccmes: 
z' = 4 (1 + u + v + w) • 
By low pass filtering at w (ideal fil t er ing is assumed, passing all 
frequency canponents less than or equal tow) i t can be shown (Burke [9], 
equation 9) that the filter output is: 
A
2 4 4 x ' = 4 l 1 + - 'TT- cos (wt) + n cos(wt + r/J2) + x J (G-1) 
where x was given by Burke [9] to be: 
00 
X= ~ l 
TI n=() 
1 
2 cos(2n+1) ¢2 • (2n+1 ) 
Andrews [5] has shown that this sum is given by: 
x = 1 2 for - TI ' ¢2 <; TI • --TI 
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The first manent of the bipolar ICC is given by m1 (see equation 2), and 
for the unipolar system by m' 1 which is the expectation of x'; that is: 
m 1 = E [x' J 
E [x'] = 
which reduces to: 
2A 2 oo 
l "7 n=D 
A2 4 m' 1 = ~ [1+m1 + --TI~ cos (wt)] 
1 
2 cos(2n+1) ¢ ] (2n+1) 2 
(G-2) 
In the bipQlar ICC, the second manent is given by rn2 (see equation 3), 
and in the unirolar ICC by rn' 2, where: 
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m' 2 = E l (x' ) 2] 
A4 B B 
m' 2 = E l 1b { 1 + -n- cos (wt) + n cos(wt-+42) + 2x + 
~ cos2(wt) + 4- cos(wt) cos(wt-+42) + 
1T 1T 
Bx ( ) 16 2 ( +, rl. ) Bx +, rl. 2 
2 cos wt + 2 cos w \JT\/l2 + -y cos(w 1Jt"¥'2) + x } J 
1T 1T 1T 
which becanes ,: 
A4 B B 
m' 2 = 1b l m2 + m1 l 2 + -n- cos( wt)] + -n- cos( wt)+ 
~cos (2wt) + 1 + 4- + ~ (2cos (wt) + 1TSin(wt))] (G-3) 
1T 1T lT 
by usi 
Fi{ x} = ffi1 
Fi{ cos2(w t)} = .;..- l ( 1 + cos(2wt)] 
Fi{ cos(w t) cos(w t + ¢2.)} = 0 
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E{ (cos( wt)) x} = (cos wt) m-, 
E{ cos(w t ) } = cos(w t ) 
E{ [cos( wt + ¢2) ][ x]} = ~ ( 2 cos( wt) + n sin( wt ) J 
7T 
E{ x2} = IIl'2 • 
us·ng the SNR defintion of Chapter 1 (equation 1) the optical FCC SNR 
becomes : 
SNR ' = 
0 
2 ; 2 m1 + 2m1 + 1 + 8 n 
2 I 2 m2 - m1 + 8 n 
(G-4) 
This r elat i onship was programmed on a VAX 11/T:JJ canputer by modifying the 
canputer routine developed for the bipolar :FCC (see Appendix A - OPrOMavI 
program). The result (G-4) was obtained by assuming that the PCC low-pass 
filter was ideal in passing all f r equency components at or below w (see 
F.quation G-1) . However , t he bipolar t heory was based on passing only 5C!fo 
of the frequency components at w. The output signal_-to-noise ratio was 
derived for t his case and f or t he case of total rejection of w canponents. 
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These relationships are presented i n Chapter 6, given as equation 8 for the 
50% filter insertion loss case and equation 1 O for the 100% case . Table 
G-1 contains the results of the canputer simulat ion which are illustrated 
in Figure 22. 
The unipolar SNRo derived for these three cases of filter insertion 
loss is given in terms of the man en ts for the bi polar FCC, :D% case. The 
bipolar PCC manents for the Of; and 100% output f ilter insertion loss cases 
were not derived. Correct unipolar/bipolar FCC analogy requires the exact 
correspondence in the output filter characteristics. Equation G-4, for the 
unipolar FCC, is a direct analog to the bipolar FCC given by equation 1. 
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TABLE G-1 
OPrICAL PCC SIMULATION RESULTS 
OOTPUT SNR WITH INS£RTI~ LOSS f w Of: 
&M STWO NO LOSS 50~ LOSS lOOI LOSS 
(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) 
-0. 50E+o2 -0 I 30E+o2 0.19946E+Ol 0.35104£+01 0 .47718£+01 
-0.40E+02 -0.30E+02 0.19~2E+01 0 I 35114£+01 0.47730E+01 
-0 .30E+o2 -0 .30E+02 0 .19973E+o1 0.3S145E+01 0.47767E+01 
-0.20E+02 -0.30E+02 0.20039E+01 0.35244Et01 0.47887E+01 
-0 .10Et02 -0 .30E+02 0. 2n241E+o1 0.3S549Et01 0.48254E+01 
O.OOEtOO -0.30E+02 0 .20723E+01 0.36273Et01 0.49126E+01 
-O.SOE+02 -0.20E+o2 0.19952Et01 0 .35114E+ol 0. 47730E+Ol 
-0.40Et02 -0.20Et02 0.19973E+01 0.3514SE+Ol 0.47767E+01 
-0 .30Et02 -0 .20E+o2 0.20039E+Ol 0.35244E+01 0.47887E+01 
-0.20Et02 -0.20E+02 0.20248E+Ol 0.35558Et01 0.48265E+01 
-0.10E+02 -0.20E+o2 0.20892E+Ol 0.3652BE+Ol 0.49435E+01 
O.OOEtOO -0.20E+02 0.22447Et01 0.38864Et01 O.S2266E+Ol 
-o I 50Et02 -0 .10E+02 0.19972E+o1 0.35144Et01 0.47766Et01 
-0 .40Et02 -0.10E+02 0.20037£+01 0.35241E+01 0.47883E+Ol 
-0.30E+02 -0.10E+o2 0 .20241E+Ol 0.35549E+ol 0.48254Et01 
-0.20E+02 -0.10Et02 0 I 20892E+01 0.36528Et01 0.49435£+01 
-0 .10Et02 -0 .10E+o2 0.22943E+01 0. 39611£+01 0.53179£+01 
O.OOE+OO -0.10Et02 0.28086£+01 0.47356E+01 0.62771E+01 
-0 .50Et02 -0.60Et01 0.19%8E+o1 0.35168E+01 0.4n95E+Ol 
-0 .40E+02 -0.60Et01 0.20087£+01 0.35316E+Ol 0.47973E+01 
--0.30E+o2 -0.60E+Ol 0.20400E+o1 0.35788E+01 0.48541Et01 
-0.20Et02 -0.60£+01 0.21402E+Ol 0.37295£+01 0. 50362E+Ol 
-0.10Et02 -0.60E+01 0.24601E+ol 0.42104E+Ol 0.56238E+01 
O.OOE+OO -0.60Et01 0.32856E+Ol 0.54644E+Ol 0.72133£+01 
-0. 50E+o2 0. ODE+oO 0. 20020E+ol 0.3S216Et01 0.47852£+01 
-0.40Et02 O.OOE+OO 0.20188E+01 0.35468E+01 0.48157E+01 
-0. 30E+o2 0. OOE+OO 0 .20723E+ol 0.36273Et01 0.49126£+01 
-0.20£+02 O.OOE+OO 0.22447E+Ol 0.38864E+Ol 0.52266£+01 
-0.10E+02 O.OOE+oO 0.28086Et01 0.47356E+ol 0 .62771Et01 
O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO 0.43458E+01 0.71576E+01 0 .95770E+Ol 
-O.SOE+02 0.60Et01 0.20044E+Ol 0.35252£+01 0.47895Et01 
-0.40E+02 0.60Et01 0.20263E+01 0.35582E+Ol 0.48293E+Ol 
-0. 30E+02 0 I 60Et01 0.20964E+01 0.36634£+01 0.49562£+01 
-0.20£+02 0.60Et01 0 I 23230E+O1 0.40034E+01 0.53684£+01 
-0.10E+02 0.60Et01 0 I 30730£+01 0.51318Et01 0.67739Et01 
O.OOE+OO 0.60E+Ol 0.51927E+01 0.85953£+01 0 .11888E+02 
-0. 50Et02 0 .12H02 0 .20050Et01 0.35261E+01 0.47906E+Ol 
-0.40E+02 0.12E+02 0.20283E+01 0 I 35611E+Ol 0.48328£+01 
-0.30Et02 0.12Et02 0.21025Et01 0.36726E+Ol 0.49672E+01 
-0.20Et02 0.12Et02 0.23428Et01 0.40325E+Ol 0 .54034E+Ol 
-0.10Et02 0.12Et02 0.31377E+01 0.52256E+01 0.68883E+01 
O.OOEtOO 0.12Et02 0.53989£+01 0.89275E+01 0.12431E+02 
-o .50£+02 0 .18Et02 0.20051E+Ol 0.35263E+01 0.47909E+01 
-0.40E+02 0.18E+02 0.20287£+01 0.35617£+01 0.48335Et01 
-0.30E+o2 0.18Et02 0 21038E+Ol 0.36746E+01 0.49696E+01 
-0.20£+02 0.18E+02 0.23470E+Ol 0.40388E+Ol O.S4108E+Ol 
-0 .10Et02 0 .18£+02 0.31515Et01 0.52453E+01 0 • 69119E+O 1 
O.OOE+OO 0.18E+02 0.54433£+01 O.B9954Et01 0.12537£+02 
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